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A Bloch poinl singularity can form a melasa
e slale 111 a magnelic nanosphere. We derive
analylically Ihe shape of magneli?alion d' I 'b
IS n ullOn of differenl Blo h
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h' I
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We show Ihal exlemal gradiel11 field
bF
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becomes radial-dependenl. We c~mpuI~a:;leSllallag' 111~el.'hel' Bloch poil11: Ihe shape of the Bloch point
h'
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Topological singularities are widely recognized as a key to understanding the behavior of a wide
matter
systems. The point
. I ro Ie .In quantum
vanety
. .of'condensed
.
' .
. singularl'tl'es pIay a crucla
tranSItIOns In two-dImensIOnal antlfferromagnets, In surface states of superfu luid He-3 and in vortex
polanty SWitching In ferromagnetic nanodots.
The concept of point singulaP t",'.
Feldtkeller [I] . In spherical fr<lm,' ,"

(' I

in = MI Ms = (sin 0cos <!l,sin 0sll1 ' II ,',', I ;'
0(.9)=p.9 +li il

!lInch points was introduced in magnetism by

"'< _'1'''''" (", .9,tp) ,

for unit magnetization vector

"nh,(ll pOlnl structure can be described as follows:

P i' '., Q)(Ip) = qtp+y,

p,q=± I,

(I)

where rotation angle y is detemlined only by magnetostatic interaction due to isotropy of exchange,
and Ms is a saturation magnetization . Using a pole avoidance principle Feldtkeller derived [I] the
rotation angle as YF = 120'. Another approach was put forward by Doring [2], who determined the
equilibrium angle Yo '" 112' by minimiz ing the inner part of the magnetostatic energy by
integration over the sample volume while the outer part of stray field is ignored; the similar
approach was used in quite recent paper [3] where a magnetization contraction was taken into
account (YEv '" I ]3' ).
We calculated exact form of magnetostatic energy for Eq. I by integration of magnetostatic
potential: (i) the energy of the anti vortex Bloch point (q=-I) does not depend on yand

E."::'_, = 7 / 30 ::: 0.23; (ii) the energy of the vortex Bloch point (q = I) essentially depends on the
rotation angle, it has the form
Em,, (y) = J...(7 + 4pcosr + 4cos 2Y).
q:1
30

(2)

The equilibrium value of rotation angle ro corresponds to the minimum of the energy (2). It
rop_1 -_ 105' and rop.-I -_ 76' .Let us compare Bloch point energies (2) for above mentioned
.
approaches-: the energy of [I] Bloch point E;':t'(YF) =0.1, for [2] Bloch porn! one

gives
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Fig. 1. The Bloch point energy vs rotation angle:
analytical result (2) (solid curve) alld sll1wlatlOns
(symbols). Arrows show energy difference by results
of Eq. (2) and works [FJ and [DJ in simulations.

Fig 2. Radial dependence of rotation angle r
spherical particle. Lme. numencalmtegration o/n,
Symbols: SLaSi sinm/fl/IO/1S fo r Clystollograplu
directions [11 OJ and /11 ,
Distance is normolr;,o
to sphere radius R.

hasE"" CYD ) ,,0.088, the result by [3] isE,m' Chv ) ,,0.089. The mini nu: ' " rgy has a Blochpoim
with the rotation angle yo: Eq~P CYo )" 0.083.
The Bloch point corresponds to a saddle point of energy functional ~r'I' ca n be stabilized b)
gradient magnetic field in form h=47rM sbrjR " b is a normalized fiel d "mp litude and R is!
radius of the sample. In such field the Bloch point distribution becomes radial-dependent, which ~t
take into account by the radial-dependent rotation angle y(r) , see Ansatz (I). Us ing tbe variation
approach one get the equilibrium value of rotation angle as a solution of nonlinear differential
problem

, d'y 2(' dy I.
2 .
bl'
f ---;-+--+-sm y +-sm2Y--sin y= 0
dr
I' dr
5
5
R
,dr "

drl

=0
O.'"R

(3)

'

where f is exchange length. The analytical analysis of Eq (3)
.
can be provided in case of weak
fields. The numerical integration of(3) is shown on Fig. 2.'
In order to verify our results, we performed numerical spin-lattice'
.
with diameter 2R = 3500 and f = 3.9500 , where a is a laltj'
simulatIOns [4] for the sample
o
ce constant W
. al
dependence (2) with the discrete energy of corresponded spin I '
. e compare analyl1c
see Fig. I. Both dependencies are matched in maximum at r = ~ttlce, extracted from simulations,
numerically checked for radial-dependent Ansatz in the external Ii ' 1The Bloch point structure was
Ie d b=1
.
that numerical data are well confirmed by analytical curve r (I')
, see Fig. 2. One can see
, calculated
.
of (3).
as numerical solutJ oo
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